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FAA Service Descriptions

SITESAFE’S COMMITMENT
Value Proposition: Our products are returned to you in an easy to read PDF file format, right to
your inbox. You can pick up the phone and call us on any site that we have studied or filed with
out any additional charges. If a survey is needed, we will call and ask for it. You do not need to
fax one for every request.
Accuracy – Sitesafe takes great care in the selection of its FAA specialists to ensure that each
report is crafted with extreme attention to detail and that only the highest quality products are
delivered to our customers.
Easy to Understand – Sitesafe’s reports are designed to be clear, concise and easy to
understand. Summary pages of the most pertinent information are up front allowing for quick
access to all critical information.
Quick and Reliable Turnaround – Sitesafe will make every effort to deliver all reports in a timely
fashion. Please see the product descriptions for average turnaround times.
Report Formats – Sitesafe offers the flexibility and convenience of reports in either bound hard
copy or *.pdf version or both.
Current – Sitesafe has made a commitment to stay on top of new additions and changes to both
federal and state guidelines, to ensure that all reports reflect the latest requirements.

SITESAFE EXPERTISE
Sitesafe’s FAA Director, Dale Smith, has 20 years of experience as a Terminal Instrument
Approach Procedure Specialist with the U.S. Air Force and private industry. All coordination was
accomplished in accordance with FAA rules and regulations. Mr. Smith is also proficient with
ICAO and APATC-1 rules and regulations.

OVERVIEW OF SERVICES
-

Form Filings - 7460-1, 7460-2 Part 1, 7460-2 Part 2
Search Area Ring (SAR) Analysis
Follow Up Search Area Ring (SAR) Analysis
Site Specific Evaluation
Preliminary Screening
AM Screening
Opinion Letter
State Filing(s)
Tracking Service
Expert Witness

FORM FILINGS
Sitesafe’s average turnaround time for form filings is 48hrs of receipt of order.
FAA 7460-1
The FAA requires this Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration form to be filed for
almost every new build or change to an existing tower. Sitesafe will provide this filing service
on any structure that requires such notice.
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FAA 7460-2 Part 1
The FAA requires a Notification and Completion to be filed for any structure over 200ft or
when in other specific circumstances. As your FAA service provider, Sitesafe will track each
site’s regulatory progress and complete the appropriate notification to the FAA.
FAA 7460-2 Part 2
The FAA requires a Cancellation Notice form to be filed for every 7460-1 in the case when it
is decided that the towers will not be built as planned or when a previously registered
structure is removed. If needed, Sitesafe will file this cancellation as required or requested.

SEARCH AREA RING (SAR) ANALYSIS
Sitesafe’s average turnaround time for SAR Analyses is 5 business days of receipt of order.
Sitesafe can perform a screening of all potential FAA/FCC related issues based on a specific
search area (a specific point with a given radius out from that point). Standard radial
distances are ½, and 1 miles. The SAR report contains an evaluation of the entire area, and
make suggestions on the maximum structure height throughout the area. If the entire area is
extremely restricted, we will suggest which compass direction to go for further study.

FOLLOW-UP SEARCH AREA RING (SAR) ANALYSIS
Sitesafe’s average turnaround time for Follow-Up SAR Analyses is 5 business days of receipt of
order.
A Follow Up SAR is the same product as the Site Specific Evaluation but costs less as it is a
follow up to the clients original SAR Analysis. If you select a site within a previously analyzed
search area and propose a structure within the restrictions given in that search area, we will
complete the site-specific report and complete all necessary FAA and state filings and send
you a copy of all of these.

SITE SPECIFIC EVALUATION
Sitesafe’s average turnaround time for Site Specific Evaluations is 5 business days of receipt of
order.
Sitesafe can perform a screening of all potential FAA/FCC related issues based on a specific
point. We will take the site data you submit and give you all of the necessary information that
you will need in reference to this site and complete an in depth evaluation of all IFR surfaces.
If requested, we will file the necessary FAA and State filings for your site.

PRELIMINARY SCREENING
Sitesafe’s average turnaround time for Preliminary Screenings is 1-2 business days of receipt of
order.
Sitesafe can run a preliminary airport impact screening to provide a quick glance at the
potential FAA/FCC related issues that may exist for a particular site.
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AM SCREENING
For each FAA compliance study requested on a particular tower structure, Sitesafe will
automatically run an AM Pattern screening – at no charge. This screening will take into
account the location of the telecommunications tower (proposed or existing) as it relates to
the location of AM broadcast stations to determine whether the tower structure will potentially
cause broadcast pattern disruption. This can also be done on-line free of charge at
http://AM.sitesafe.com. If a negative result is found, you are able to print out a certificate. No
waiting for us to do it for you.

OPINION LETTERS
An opinion letter summarizes Sitesafe’s findings regarding a particular client site. The letter
will state that Sitesafe has reviewed the site and have determined that it does or does not
have FAA issues. This verifies and provides proof to the client that they are satisfying their
FAA requirements.

STATE FILINGS
Sitesafe provides state filing services for all 15 states presently requiring filing. Should
additional states incorporate filing requirements, Sitesafe will provide services for those
states as well.

TRACKING SERVICE
Sitesafe will track the 7460 filing process with the FAA to ensure client paperwork is being
pushed through the required steps. Specified site information is entered into a timeframe
calendar. If we do not hear back from the FAA on or before the required dates, we
proactively contact the FAA for a status check.

CONSULTING SERVICE
Sitesafe offers customer specific consulting services. The scope of work and deliverable will
be mutually agreed upon in advance.

EXPERT WITNESS
Sitesafe provides expert witness testimony at aviation accident investigation/review boards,
and can also assist at local or county planning and zoning boards.
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